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W h a t is it?
See page three




Following a national trend in which college 
students are required to obtain well-rounded 
educations, the University of Montana has 
tentatively approved a general education 
program.
The plan, which was approved by the 
University's Faculty Senate Feb. 22, will 
require students to complete 12 credits in 
each of th ree  categories: sciences, 
humanities and social and behavioral 
sciences.
The University dropped a similar program 
in 1971 after students demanded more 
freedom to  choose their academic 
curriculum. However, many universities are 
reexamining whether or not students are 
getting educations that include a variety of 
courses.
At UM, 192 transcripts of the class of 1976 
were studied. Less than 25 per cent of the 
students had taken courses that would have 
fulfilled the previous education re­
quirements.
A Faculty Senate committee had 
recommended originally that students be 
required to take 48 credits specified by a 
Committee of General Education. However, 
many groups opposed the original draft, and 
the approved plan allows more choice in 
what courses can be taken in each category.
The plan is expected to be approved by the 
University administration and the Board of 
Regents of Higher Education and will apply 
only to students who enroll at the University 
for the first time Fall Quarter.
Holmquist elected 
ASUM president
Cary Holmquist, Fairfield, and Peter Karr, 
Missoula, have been elected president and 
vice president, respectively, of the 
Associated Students of the University of 
Montana. Mark Matsko, Great Falls, is the 
new ASUM business manager. They will 
serve from Spring Quarter 1979 through 
Winter Quarter 1980.
The new administration's first order of 
business was to organize support for ade­
quate legislative funding of the University. 
They launched a telephone and letter­
writing campaign to inform students and 
their parents of the threat of damaging 
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‘Montana: The C rucible’
The decisions Montanans will make in 
the next five years on issues such as 
human values, resource management and 
higher education are likely to be crucial 
not only to the state but to the rest of the 
country.
This sum m er's Alumni College 
program will discuss those pending 
decisions under the theme "Montana: The 
Crucible" June 22-24.
Alumni and their spouses are invited to 
meet with UM faculty and staff at Holland 
Lake Lodge for a weekend of discussion, 
recreation and relaxation. The Lodge is 
about 60 miles northeast of Missoula on 
Highway 209.
Faculty speakers this year will be James 
Lopach, associate professor and chairman
of political science; Paul Polzin, professor 
of business administration and research 
associate in the Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research; Robert Curry, 
professor of geology; M argaret 
Kingsland, director of the Montana 
Committee for the Humanities; Richard 
Solberg, dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences, and A lbert Borgmann, 
professor of philosophy.
Cost of the Alumni College program is 
$100 a person, which includes books, 
lodging, meals,* recreation and program 
materials. Anyone interested in the 
program may return the coupon below to 
Deanna Sherif f. Alumni College Director, 
at the Alumni Association, University of 
Montana, Missoula, Mont. 59812.
MAIL TO: Alumni College
University of Montana 
Missoula, Mont. 59812
Name _______________  ~
Address ____________________________________ ■ ■.
□  I am interested in more information on this year's Alumni College.
□  I am interested in attending Alumni College. Enclosed is my $25 deposit to be 
applied to my $100 registration.
Special summer 
programs featured
Have you ever taken a course with a name 
like "Cowboys, Cowchips and Bankers"? 
Would you like to? Are you interested in 
learning to identify Montana's alpine flowers 
or mushrooms that are safe to eat?
If any of these topics interest you and 
visiting Montana's western Rockies in the 
summer sounds appealing, you're prime 
material for the relaxed but stimulating 
programs planned for this year's UM 
summer program.
A new series on Montana natural history 
will combine courses in biology, botany and 
zoology to give an overview of the flora and 
fauna of the surrounding area.
Another special program is planned in 
Western Studies. One of the courses, 
"Cowboys, Cowchips and Bankers," will 
analyze the cattle frontier in the New World 
since the 16th Century. Another class will 
investigate classical Western film and related 
literature.
If you're a government employe or are 
interested in community studies in political 
science, geography, economics and 
sociology, a public administration program 
also will be taught.
For more information and registration 
forms write to the Summer Programs 
Office, Main Hall 107, University of Mon­
tana, Missoula, Mont. 59812.
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Rat small intestine resolved 300 times. Rat small intestine (with white blood cells and 
parasites) resolved 3,000 times.
Tripping into th e
By Judy Hensel
Watching the screen of an electron 
microscope is like gazing out the window of a 
low-flying plane. What appear to be moun­
tains and valleys sweep across the scope, as 
the landscape, which is really a portion of a 
rat intestine, turns to reveal every angle and 
plane.
When just the right area is found, the 
microscope's high intensity resolution 
zeroes in on a minute area of the specimen. 
White blood cells and a parasite appear as 
opaque beads and a narrow cylinder.
Compare such a "trip" into three- 
dimensional space with the flat, two- 
dimensional view of a specimen under a light 
microscope and you begin to understand the 
value of the University of Montana's new 
scanning electron microscope.
Purchased with a $39,000 biomedical 
research grant from the National Institutes 
of Health, the electron microscope has been 
getting extensive use since it was installed 
last summer. Its ability to enlarge three- 
dimensional specimens and its high resolu­
tion are aiding researchers and students in 
studying animal parasites, malaria and other 
diseases and infections.
A scanning electron microscope differs 
from the light microscopes we know from 
high school biology classes in two very 
important aspects. The resolution of an 
electron microscope is 1,000 times greater 
than that of a light microscope. And a 
specimen inspected under an electron
third d im en sio n
microscope doesn't have to be cut into thin 
slices.
Instead, the object to be examined is coated 
with a thin layer of gold or gold and 
palladium—to increase density and 
conductivity—and placed in the vacuum 
chamber of the electron microscope in tact. 
The researcher can use several dials to 
manipulate the position of the specimen so 
that it can be examined from all angles and 
surfaces.
The electron microscope also differs in 
that its power of enlarging an object is in 
resolution—not magnification. Magnifica­
tion increases the size of an object indefinite­
ly but does not give more detail. It compares 
with sitting in the front row of a movie 
theater and seeing only a blur. Resolution, on 
the other hand, is the ability to separate two 
very closely related objects, which allows for 
great notice of detail. Under an electron 
microscope an area that is only a billionth of a 
millimeter in size can be clearly inspected.
Clarence Speer, associate professor of 
microbiology, teaches a class in biological 
electron microscopy. His students are among 
very few undergraduates across the country 
who have the opportunity for "hands-on" 
experience with an electron microscope. 
Many universities don't take the time or risk 
of allowing students to use such expensive 
and delicate equipment. But Speer's students 
leave the University with the fundamentals 
of becoming electron microscope 
technicians.
W h a t is it?
The strange-looking object on the cover is the 
proboscis of the spiny-headed worm pictured above. 
Both photos and the two others on this page were 
taken by a Polaroid camera, which records images 
from the UM scanning electron microscope.
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Biofeedback: Learning what we already know
"It is not life that kills us, but rather our reaction to 
it, and this reaction can be to a significant extent self- 
chosen."
Drs. Elmer and Alyce Green
by Judy Hensel
Stress and how we use it in our lives is 
under close scrutiny these days. Although 
we would die without some degree of stress 
(or body energy), researchers and medical 
personnel are finding that inappropriate use 
of tension can cause problems—major, 
health-damaging problems.
"We get tense without being aware of it. 
And when we do," says Dr. Elmer Green of 
the Menninger Foundation, "our chemistry 
changes, muscles change, the circulatory 
system changes." Prolonged tension and 
misuse of stress is being found to aggravate 
and often cause stress-related disorders such 
as colitis, migraine headaches and hyperten­
sion.
Usually we are unaware of the amount of 
tension we hold within ourselves and that we 
often expect too much from our bodies. As a 
65-year-old sufferer of migraine headaches 
said, "I never knew how relaxed I wasn't." 
Now the man is well aware of his body 
tension and has learned to control it, giving 
him the power to curb his migraines.
He has done so through a technique that is 
gaining both respect and popularity across 
the country: biofeedback. After years of bad 
publicity brought on by fad-mongerers, 
biofeedback is finally becoming respected 
because it produces results that sometimes 
appear no less than amazing.
"Probably no discovery in medicine or 
psychology compares in breadth of applica­
tion or in scope of implications to the 
biofeedback phenomenon," said Dr. Barbara 
Brown, pioneer biofeedback researcher, 
formerly associated with the UCLA Medical 
School.
One doctor, who had suffered from 
migraines for 54 years, learned to manage his 
tension and thus his headaches in six 
sessions in biofeedback. In one study at the 
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in 
New York, men between the ages of 50 and 
70 with peripheral cardiovascular disease 
learned to walk and some even to jog after 
biofeedback training. Before the training 
they could walk an average of only three 
blocks without intense leg pain.
The amazing thing about biofeedback 
equipment is that it does nothing to a patient. 
It has been compared to a mirror, which 
simply shows people where and to what 
extent they hold tension in the body. They 
learn—from what the equipment tells them 
about themselves—how to relax and how to 
choose healthy reactions to living.
Biofeedback equipment, a means of conversing with 
yourself, is monitored by Kellogg Lyndes, professor of
The equipment does nothing more than 
show people by means of sounds, dials or 
numbers how their heart, muscles or cir­
culatory system reacts to their conscious 
effort to relax. After the client is hooked up 
to the equipment, the biofeedback dinicial 
"talks down" the patient, usually using a 
progressive relaxation method that teaches 
how to individually relax each part of the 
body.
The patients slowly learn how it feels to 
completely relax. As they become aware of 
how a relaxed state feels, they can listen to or 
watch the equipment to learn how to control 
the tension in their body. Finally, they learn 
to transfer that control to their everyday 
working lives, where it is needed the most.
Why does simply relaxing help so much? 
According to Dr. Herbert Benson, a Harvard 
specialist on hypertension, "being relaxed 
may have a profound influence on your 
ability to deal with difficult situations and on 
the prevention and treatment of high blood 
pressure and its related widespread diseases 
including heart attacks and strokes."
communication sciences and disorders.
According to Joel Swabb, a clinical biofeed­
back specialist of the Biofeedback Com­
munication Center of Sarasota, Florida, 
"learning biofeedback is learning to really 
relax. The subtle, usually not perceived, 
physical changes that occur naturally with 
being relaxed become visible and controllable 
through biofeedback.
"These subtle differences in muscle ten­
sion and blood. flow quickly become in­
dicators of various levels of relaxation. The 
client learns to know how each of these 
different levels of relaxation feels and how to 
get there."
Swabb emphasizes that biofeedback is not 
a panacea, however. Patients must have the 
desire to manage their stress and the 
willingness to practice relaxation exercises 
every day at home and at work. A 63-year- 
old school teacher client of Swabb's said: "For 
six years I have had colitis. Since my 
biofeedback experience I know that when I 
take time to relax on a daily basis I have no 
trouble with the colitis."
continued on p. 6
(See related story on next page)
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Relaxing the way 
to good health
A woman who came for treatment to the 
Speech and Hearing Clinic at the University 
of Montana could speak only in a constricted 
voice, as if every word were uttered in pain. 
She had developed the habit of speaking that 
way after distressing surgery and thus had 
caused nodules to form on her vocal chords. 
Through the use of biofeedback techniques, 
the student and professional clinicians at the 
Clinic were able to help the woman get rid of 
the nodules without surgery.
Kellogg (Kelly) Lyndes is a professor of 
communication sciences and disorders at the 
University and is authorized by the Biofeed­
back Research Society to work with 
.hypertension, speech disorders, stroke anx­
iety, vocal problems and progressive relaxa­
tion. He also teaches 30 graduate students a 
year and observes their therapy sessions 
with patients who come to the Clinic.
He explained that because the woman with 
vocal nodules developed them functionally, it 
makes sense to treat them functionally— 
through biofeedback. Besides, Lyndes said he 
has seen nodules return—or be on the way of 
returning—in 10 days after surgery.
Lyndes and the students in the com­
munication sciences and disorders graduate 
program use biofeedback for any speech 
disorder caused by anxiety or excessive 
forcing of the vocal muscles. "The most 
common cause of pathology of vocal folds is 
inappropriate use of muscular force," Lyndes 
said.
In his work at UM and at the University of 
Denver, where he lived before coming to 
Missoula seven years ago, Lyndes has used 
biofeedback to help professional singers with 
physical disorders in the larynx usually 
caused by inappropriate ways of speaking, 
rather than singing.
A recent experimental program at the UM 
Clinic treated five patients with tinnitus, or 
ringing in the ears. (Sometimes the noise can 
become so unbearable that the sufferer will 
have the acoustic nerve cut, causing 
deafness.) Biofeedback equipment showed 
the patients that tension causes the nerve- 
racking noise, and through the use of 
relaxation techniques, they could learn to 
control it. Today all five of the patients are 
termed successes.
And, for one of the tinnitus patients, 
biofeedback training produced a pleasant 
side effect. Not only has she been able to stop 
the ringing in her ears, she no longer has to 
take medication for her arthritis. Until 
biofeedback, she had been taking 10 aspirin a 
day for 10 years.
Biofeedback also has brought results with 
Lyndes' aphasic patients. As director of the 
University's aphasiology program for rural
citizens, he works with people whose speech 
has been lost or impaired because of brain 
lesions from stroke or heart attack.
Again, reduced tension is the bi-product of 
biofeedback. Many aphasics develop anxiety 
worrying about the fact that they can't speak 
normally. Biofeedback helps them relax so 
they can keep down arousal and learn to 
speak in a relaxed way. Four aphasics who 
had had strokes at least three years previous­
ly have been treated with biofeedback so far; 
three have seen dramatic gains, according to 
Lyndes, and only one has not gained from the 
treatment. Usually after three years, stroke 
victims have reached the limits of their 
language gains.
Although Lyndes has seen impressive 
results of his biofeedback therapy, he's 
careful not to make unproven claims about 
its effectiveness. "We need to base our 
biofeedback successes on neurological 
evidence," he said. And he seems to be 
collecting that evidence more and more in his 
work at the Clinic.
A nonlocal school system has approached 
Lyndes about doing a study on hyperactive
children and those with reading disabilities. 
A similar study he conducted with hyperac­
tive 8- and 9-year olds who couldn't slow 
down enough to concentrate in school 
resulted in improved test scores.
After six weeks of training with feedback 
of a deep, pleasant tone emitted when a 
person is relaxed, the children returned to 
the classroom. The same tone at the same 
pitch was piped into the room for a time after 
training to help the children transfer what 
they had learned to their school work. Tests 
showed that all of the children treated 
improved their scores in reading and math.
Lyndes believes there is a "whale of a lot of 
potential for biofeedback." But he worries 
that it not be misrepresented. Biofeedback is 
a tool, he emphasized, and people must 
realize that because it can do nothing to you, 
it only helps you learn to help yourself.
How biofeedback does so perhaps can't 
adequately be explained. Ask people how they 
turned off ringing in the -ears or learned to 
control migraines with biofeedback and they 
won't be able to tell you. But they know how 
it feels.
Electrodes attached to a student’s forehead relay to the 
monitor on her chair levels of muscle tension in her 
body.
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(continued from p. 4)
Part of what keeps researchers vitally 
interested in biofeedback is the evidence 
pointing to a complete change in what we 
have known in the past about the "involun­
tary" systems of our bodies. Research 
evidence is leading many people to believe 
that any function of the body that can be 
brought to the mind's attention can be 
controlled voluntarily. Biofeedback has been 
successfully used with ulcer patients who 
have learned to control gastric acid secretion, 
emphysema patients and even epileptics.
"We have scarcely scratched the surface of 
what could be done with biofeedback," 
according to Dr. Brown. "Already what we 
have learned about the mind's capacity to 
manipulate both the body and itself—to 
initiate a neural process, feedback on it and 
change it en route—indicates that sickness 
need not be an inevitable part of human life."
Skeptics, on the other hand, aren't so sure. 
Many of the doubters are established 
members of the medical community, who see 
biofeedback as a potential threat. Volition— 
or the ability of the mind to control the 
health of the body—dangerously shakes the 
foundations of traditional medicine.
And, the earliest news about the mind's 
ability to control the body brought about a 
rash of cheap and ineffective biofeedback 
equipment that gave the field a bad name.
Today, however, research done by Drs. 
Elmer and Alyce Green of the Menninger 
Foundation in Topeka, Kansas, and many 
others is gaining respect for biofeedback. 
And, what biofeedback is teaching us about 
improved health alone has many people 
anxious to learn more.
"I'm even more excited about this than I 
was when I started ten years ago," said Dr. 
Lester Fehmi, a clinician from Princeton, 
New Jersey. "Except for the person who 
gains from his sickness, who has arranged it 
in his life to his advantage, everyone can 
benefit . . . The body just needs to be 
reminded what it's like to respond in a 
healthy manner; the pathways are there. I'm 
convinced that with biofeedback you're 
learning what you already know."
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Pengelly and everything 
under the wildlife sun
By John Barsness
"I realized one thing a long time ago. When 
someone calls me a S.O.B., he's talking about 
Some Other Biologist." This observation 
came from Les Pengelly, noted humorist, 
former member of the Montana Fish & 
Game Commission and director of the 
University of Montana's Wildlife Biology 
Program, during one of the early sessions of 
the "Survey Of Wildlife Careers" course he 
taught Fall Quarter. Those two sentences 
considerably brightened the faces of many of 
the students in the class—they realized they 
weren't going to be stuck twice a week in a 
dull lecture. Les Pengelly has been accused of 
many things in his career as a wildlife 
biologist, but being dull isn't one of them.
One of the things he may have been 
accused of, several of the students realized as 
the course progressed through the fall, is 
being a real S.O.B. Not because he is 
necessarily mean, stubborn, sarcastic or 
possesses any other attributes of the essen­
tial S.O.B. (though he wouldn't want to rule 
out any of them) but because he is a highly 
self-confident person who usually can back 
up his statements with facts. Such a person 
tends to raise the hackles of people he 
disagrees with. Les Pengelly, in fact, may 
view being called an S.O.B. an honor under 
certain circumstances—he told me once that 
if you never get anyone mad at you in your 
lifetime that you're probably not doing your 
job.
Pengelly has very definite ideas on a 
variety of matters. The class was to hear 
many of them: the Yellowstone elk con­
troversy, "communications" credit re­
quirements for wildlife majors, the general 
level of today's high school education, the 
ways in which bureaucracies screw up life, 
etc. All these observations were sandwiched 
between classic Pengellyisms. (During a slide 
show, Pengelly paused to recall a stirring 
political speech he'd once heard in Helena. He
particularly recalled the title about the 
future glory of our state: "Montana On The 
Move/' The next slide .showed an over- 
grazed hillside being washed into the 
Gallatin River. Pengelly asked the class, "Do 
you think this is what that politician had in 
mind?").
The students loved it, and many of the 
freshmen who took that introductory course 
in wildlife will probably continue in the 
wildlife biology program just to be able to 
hear more lectures like them.
There is an aspect of Les Pengelly, 
however, that most of those students aren't 
aware of, a part of his life that he's 
consistently kept at a low profile. When he 
talks about it he becomes subdued, and 
there's very little of the humor that colors his 
lectures. Pengelly, you see, is president of 
The Wildlife Society, a nonprofit profes­
sional organization that Pengelley feels is to 
a wildlife biologist as the A.M.A. is to the 
medical profession. His position is no small 
one — the Society has about 10,000 members 
in 70 countries. Pengelly assumed the one- 
year term of presidency in March last year 
following two years service as vice president 
and president-elect.
The purposes of the Society are many, 
Pengelly said, but the primary objectives are 
to improve the wildlife biology profession 
and to increase the status of its members— 
which include some of the most illustrious in 
the history of wildlife management. A spin­
off of this is the certification of wildlife 
biologists/which will mean the accreditation 
of wildlife biology programs across the 
country. "There are more than 70 schools 
with wildlife programs," Pengelly said, "but 
there is no required level of competence. We 
hope to establish certain basic requirements 
and help establish curriculums that will turn 
out professionals/' Pengelly's emphasis on that 
last word is continuous. He takes pride in his
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profession and his own professional com­
petence.
The Society publishes the top professional 
wildlife journal, the "Journal Of Wildlife 
Management," which includes articles by the 
best wildlife biologists in the world, along 
with monographs of longer articles and 
bulletins of developments in the field. It also 
awards the Leopold Medal to outstanding 
achievers in wildlife conservation (the medal 
is named after the man many consider to be 
the father of modern wildlife biology, the 
late Aldo Leopold) and also gives awards for 
the best publications in the field.
How does all this affect Les Pengelly as a 
teacher at the University of Montana? "It 
takes time away from my office hours, that's 
for sure," Pengelly said. "But the things it 
helps bring to the University far outweigh 
that amount of time. Partly, it helps me meet 
the professional challenge of bringing the 
best and newest information possible to the 
wildlife biology program. The information 
that I receive—from all over the world— 
from the Wildlife Society is sometimes 
almost overwhelming. It gives a global view 
to environmental and wildlife problems, and 
has to be an asset to the school."
It has also somewhat subdued Les Pengelly 
the controversialist. He says there are 
several different kinds of biologists in the 
Society: conservatives—who want to let 
other people tackle environmental and 
wildlife controversies; elitists—who want to 
have total control over such matters by 
virtue of their • expertise; and "barn­
burners"—those who want to stir up con­
troversy for their own advancement. But the 
official position of the Society is not to 
advocate specific issues as a group, though 
it has positions on many general aspects 
of wildlife. (Pengelly noted that when he 
sat on the Montana Fish & Game Commis­
sion from 1973 to 1977 members of the 
Society were on both sides of the 
Yellowstone elk question—some were Park 
biologists and some members of the Com­
mission.) "The biology is the same; it's only 
the politics that differ," he noted. The 
Society will, however,. help other wildlife 
advocacy groups by encouraging members to 
give testimony at Congressional hearings, 
and several have, including Pengelly. That's 
part of the reason the Society is trying to 
improve the status of the profession, so that 
such testimony is sought and given the 
consideration it deserves.
As President of the Society, however, 
Pengelly has felt the need to tone his own 
views down. "I feel that to advocate any 
particular side of a controversy right now 
would be to take advantage of my position," 
he said.
After his term as president is up he'll still 
be a member of the Society's governing 
council as past president (the offices are 
taken on a rotating basis: this year's 
president-elect will take over as president, 
while a new member of the Society is 
selected to the vice-presidency). What about
after Pengelly's term on the council ends? 
Will the Pengelly of the outspoken opinions 
return? "Well, I think I might keep a low 
profile for a year or so before jumping into 
anything. I feel a man owes something to the 
profession from which he makes his living, 
and I want to do everything I can for the 
Society, which might include staying out of 
sticky issues for a while." As he spoke, 
however, there was a little yearning in his
voice, something of the touch of the 
professor with strong convictions who 
lectures to University of Montana students 
about everything under the wildlife sun. The 
feeling came across that Les Pengelly is 
getting the urge to come out and say just 
exactly what he wants to say again.
Maybe he kind of misses being called an 
S.O.B. every now and then. After all, that 
means he's doing his job.





lives of polar bears
By John Barsness
There must be a more pleasant way to 
spend a mid-summer week than sitting in a 
tiny nylon tent living on peanut butter and 
snow, while listening to 75-mile-an-hour 
winds whipping across‘the Arctic tundra. 
There are several thousand better ways to 
spend a few July days that come immediately 
to mind, ranging from digging ditches in 
Minot, North Dakota, to traveling through 
Iran with a "Bring Back The Shah" bumper 
sticker on your car.
A graduate student at the University of 
Montana named Sandy Martin, however, 
chose the Arctic. Sandy, who graduated from 
the University of California at Berkeley in 
1977 with a degree in forestry, spend part of 
last July in Canada's Northwest Territories. 
After all, there are things that can be said for 
it: fresh air, a change of pace, new horizons. 
And it must be admitted that a week in a 
nylon tent in the Northwest Territories is 
much better than a week without a tent in the 
Northwest Territories. But the question 
remains: why?
Sandy, as part of her master's program, 
studies polar bears. She was up there, along 
the Barrow Strait, about a thousand miles 
from the North Pole, trying to find out why 
the big white bears prefer one chunk of ice 
over another. Since she couldn't just mail 
questionnaires to all the bears living on the 
Arctic ice cap, she had to go up there to 
observe them herself. And that's when she 
got caught in the nylon backpacking tent 
with a jar of Skippy and gale force winds. 
There had been another (canvas) tent taken 
along on the trip, but the wind blew it flat; 
otherwise the diet might have been more 
varied. You can't cook in a nylon tent; it 
doesn't "breath."
Cabin fever got a little bad," Sandy admits.
According to Sandy, research on the 
private lives of polar bears has been limited, 
primarily because of the logistics and costs of 
Arctic research. The bears spend most of 
their lives on Arctic sea ice, and the only 
practical method of finding them is by 
airplane. Renting a plane and pilot runs 
about $300 to $500 an hour along the 
Barrow Strait, which can add up over a few 
days. Plus you have to find a place to live, 
Arctic days being only about 40 degrees at 
maximum and the nights decidedly unplea­
sant to a grad student from California. 
Sandy's dwellings included tiny tents and a 
15x20 foot cabin built by the Canadian 
government on a small island. Add to all that 
the cost of your food, which must be flown 
in—and peanut butter is heavy.
With the help of a few organizations such 
as the National Science Foundation and the 
Canadian Polar Continental Shelf Project, 
Sandy made it up there in late July of last 
year, only to find that the sea ice that was 
supposed to start breaking up a month 
before was still intact. That created problems 
because she was interested in why polar 
bears tend to frequent certain icepacks after 
the summer breakup of ice. When the ice 
breaks smaller ice packs are blown across the 
sea and end up jammed against land masses; 
the polar bears go along for the ride (they 
don't have to, since then can swim very well 
in the cold seas, but they don't see any reason 
to jump off) and end up in different places.
There are 22 identified populations of polar 
bears in the Arctic, each tending to stick to a 
certain locality (localities admittedly being a 
transient thing when your winter home 
starts to travel with the winds). Since one ice 
pack looks to a human as good as the next, 
the research delved into the reasons for the 
bears shunning certain ice packs and coastal 
areas.
Sandy believes the main reason for the 
bears' choices is the availability of food, 
which in turn is tied to the overall productivi­
ty of an area. The lowest level in the food 
chain in the Arctic seas is occupied by 
phytoplankton (tiny free-floating aquatic 
plants), which "bloom" each year in certain 
parts of the Arctic sea when seasonal 
upwellings of underwater currents bring 
nutrients to the surface. The plankton are 
eaten by zooplankton (tiny animals), which 
are eaten by fish, which are eaten by seals.
Seals, Sandy noted, form 90 per cent of a 
polar bear's diet. In the region she was 
studying, the ringed seal was the primary 
form of prey, partially because ringed seals 
will stay in the area throughout the year. 
They're able to dig burrows in the snow on 
rough ice, and also to scratch holes from 
underneath the ice pack through smooth ice, 
and so are able to fish and breath at a time 
when other seals are migrating to open 
water. Polar bears dig the ring seals out of 
their snow burrows or stalk the seals as they 
lay basking next to their air holes.
Since the ultimate result of a sea area's 
productivity is seals and hence polar bears, 
Sandy thinks that the locations of sea 
upwellings have a great deal to do with the 
bears' choice of one Ice pack over another.
There also seems to be a year-to-year 
connection between bear generations and 
their areas. Evidently the mother bears bring 
their cubs to the areas where they 
themselves were raised. The mother bears 
and cubs tend to stay with the ice packs, and 
rarely wander inland, but the male bears 
(who don't get along well with females and 
young, sometimes eating the cubs) often 
travel far inland to snowfields and ice-capped 
high areas, which they need to keep cool. 
Their thick fur and layer of fat causes them 
to overheat if they're away from ice or snow 
very long.
Sandy will be returning to the Northwest 
Territories this summer from May through 
July, to again observe bears during the ice 
break-up period. She and two assistants will 
spend two to three weeks in several different 
locations, making field observations of the 
daily lives of polar bears—what they eat, 
where they go, and so on. Hopefully, shell 
learn much more about the precise habitat 
requirements of the bears, something that 
remarkably little is known about. Such 
knowledge could aid in protecting good polar 
bear areas, insuring that the bears will be 
around for a long, long time.
If you happen to eat a peanut-butter 
sandwich sometime early this summer, take 
a moment to think a positive thought for 
Sandy Martin and the polar bears of the 
Northwest Territories.
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Jenk ins w atercolor offered
An original print of a watercolor by one 
of the outstanding wildlife artists in the 
nation is being offered this year by the 
Friends of the University of Montana 
Library.
A donation of $15 or more buys a full- 
color print of the Ron Jenkins painting, 
which depicts wild geese flying over the 
Flathead Valley with the Mission Range in 
the background.
The prints are numbered and are 
expected to be a collector's item in the 
future. Prints of past Friends of the 
Library paintings also may be obtained for 
a cost of $10 each. They include works by
Walter Hook, James Dew, Les Peters and 
Ace Powell.
Proceeds from the print sale will go to 
support the Book Fund Drive to improve 
the University Library's collection.
Ron Jenkins has been acclaimed by 
critics of regional Western art as one of 
the few outstanding wildlife artists in the 
nation.
If you're interested in buying the Ron 
Jenkins watercolor, fill in the coupon 
below and return to the Friends of the 
Library Book Fund Drive, UM Library, 
University of Montana, Missoula, Mont. 
59812.
Arena named for 
'Jiggs' Dahlberg
by Dave Guffey
UM Sports Information Director
The name Dahlberg is tantamount with 
the University of Montana.
There has been a Dahlberg—whether it be 
George (Jiggs), Harry, Oscar, Helen or 
Alfred—attending or working at the Univer­
sity since 1916 (except during wartime).
Jiggs, who came to UM in 1920 and 
participated in football and basketball, later 
went on to coach the Grizzly basketball team 
for 16 years, was an assistant in football, 
became athletic director from 1953-1961 and 
retired from the physical education depart­
ment in 1970.
Because of his service to University, as 
well as his families', the basketball arena in 
Harry Adams Field House was formerly 
named the "Jiggs" Dahlberg Arena Saturday, 
Feb. 24, at the recent UM-MSU basketball 
game.
Jiggs (he said he's had the nickname since 
he can remember, and doesn't know where 
he got it), came to UM in 1920. A graduate of 
Butte Public High School, Jiggs'parents, Gus 
and Mary, moved to the United States form 
Sweden in 1890. They .first lived in 
Minnesota, but migrated to Montana.
After an outstanding athletic career at 
UM, Dahlberg entered the coaching ranks. 
He coached football, basketball and track in 
•Montana and Washington high schools. At 
Miles City, he won the 1928 state football 
championship.
In 1937 he returned to UM as head 
basketball coach and line coach on the 
football team.
The rest is history.
Now, some 42 years later, Jiggs, and his 
family have left a legacy, behind them, one 
which will never be matched.
It was the season Bob Cope scored his 701 
points that Jiggs guided his Grizzly team to 
the best record in the history of the school. 
Cope, Jim Graham, John Eahart, Bob Has- 
quet, Robert Sparks, Richard Carstensen 
and company had a 27-4 record that season.
Jiggs also made another major contribu­
tion to UM athletics. He is the founder of the 
Century Club. "I remember going to the 
president of the University and telling him 
about my idea for the Century Club," he said. 
"He told me it wouldn't work, and that I'd be 
lucky if I made enough money to pay the 
postage. I guess I showed 'em."
Retirement hasn't slowed the father of 
two (Jon and Margaret) down. If you don't 
see Jiggs at a UM sporting event, you'll 
probably see him in one of the offices in the 
field house, working on his red book. His red 
book is a history of UM sports, something he 
has been working on* since 1970. It is a 
complete history of this official records in all 
sports.
Mail to:
FOL Book Fund Drive 
UM Library 




Send your contribution now
□ I enclose my $15 contribution to 
the University of Montana 
Library Book Fund. Please mail 
my Ron Jenkins print and current 
FOL membership card.
□  I do not wish to receive any
p r in ts , b u t enc lose  my 
contribution to the Library Book 
Fund. $___________
□  In addition, please send me these 
prints from previous offers, at 
$10 each.
_____ Shorty Shope '71 $_____
_____ Les Peters '72 $_____
_____ Ace Powell '73 $_____
_____ Sheryl Bodily '74 $_____
_____ Walter Hook '75 $_____
_____ James Dew '76 $_____
_____ Frank DiVita '77 $_____
- James Dew '78 $_____
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A lum ni profile: Wini Jones, d esign er
by Patricia Stout
Upon breaking her fifth pair of skis during 
her high school senior year, Wini Jones was 
informed by her father about family 
economics. If she wanted to continue skiing, 
she'd-have to earn money to buy her skis. 
Wini accepted the challenge and designed her 
first ski clothing. "They were just terrible 
things," she recalls with a laugh. "You should 
have seen me skiing in a green felt cape and 
robin hood hat at 47 miles per hour down the 
mountain."
But Wini knew that "where there's a will, 
there's a way" and she could combine her 
love of skiing and her ability to design. She 
had a plan.
"If you want something hard enough, you 
can get it," she says. And she has proven 
herself right. Wini Jones has worked for 
Roffe, Inc., in Seattle as its sole designer and 
advertising manager since 1967. Roffe 
manufactures a line of more than 140 
skiwear items in the United States, Canada 
and Japan.
A native of Calgary, Alberta, Wini decided 
that the University of Montana would 
provide her the optimum environment to 
achieve her goals. The University offers an
excellent textile program in home 
economics, has a fine business school and 
extensive foreign language programs in 
French, the language of the clothing world, 
and German, the language of the ski world. 
The fact that Missoula is centrally located to 
some of the best skiing in the Pacific 
Northwest didn't affect her decision but a 
little.
Wini set upon consuming all the 
knowledge a college education has to offer, 
often carrying a credit load of 22 hours and 
auditing additional courses. After three 
years in Missoula, she graduated in 1965 
with two degrees, one in clothing and textiles 
and one in French.
Following graduation, Wini arrived in 
Vienna, Austria, three weeks before classes 
began at the Modeschule Der Stadt Wien 
(The Fashion School, the City of Vienna). 
She spent those three weeks attending the 
University of Vienna. 'They were offering 
German language classes for foreign 
students five times a day. I took all five."
At the Modeschule, where classes are in a 
castle built in 1654, students are judged not 
by exams, but by design contests sponsored 
by the fashion industry. After winning
numerous contests and completing two 
years of the five-year program, Wini's 
designs were judged to be professional in 
quality and she graduated three years early.
Wini returned to the United States and 
interviewed with Sam Roffe, although he 
told her he didn't have any openings in 
design or advertising. "And he was telling 
the truth," she says. "He didn't have a 
designer or an advertising manager." But he 
had told her to stop in, so she went to Seattle. 
During the interview, he showed her designs 
to the people in the office, asking their 
opinions. Wini liked the notion that he asked 
the opinions of the people he worked with. 
When offered the job, she took it. "I've never 
hired a designer before, what do they make?" 
Roffe queried. Wini said she'd start at the 
bottom and work her way up.
On a recent visit to Missoula to speak at 
Home Economics Professional Night, Wini 
outlined her typical year of work at Roffe. 
Most of her time is spent in her role as 
designer. Skiwear fashions are designed and 
produced one year before they reach the 
retail stores. Wini is now working on designs 
that won't be available to the public until the 
snow’ falls in December 1980. "Roffe is only 
as good as last year's line," she says. "There's 
a certain amount of risk, but you have to go 
for it."
Wini's year as a designer shifts into full 
gear beginning in April and May when she 
travels to Europe for three or foqr weeks. 
She visits fabric mills and suppliers to 
determine new developments in fabric and 
insulation design and manufacture. While on 
the continent, she also visits fashion bouti­
ques for ideas on trends in proportion, color 
and tailoring. During those trips to Europe 
Wini's fluency in French and German is 
invaluable. "Usually the fabric houses will 
have their token English speaker there to 
greet me. But I won't speak English with 
them, and after a few minutes they'll 
converse in their native language." Wini feels 
that speaking the language not only "earns 
her points" in business dealings, but, "it is 
especially helpful in technical discussions 
where things are often lost in translation."
Wini then flies to New York, usually by 
mid-June, and spends three weeks visiting 
the fabric mills and placing orders for 
thousands of yards of fabric that she won't 
see until August. At this point, her 
knowledge of textiles is very important. 
"Designers need to know their fabric. They 
need to be able to explain to the yardage mill 
exactly what standards are required in 
durability, color quality, water repellancy 
and so forth."
By mid July, Wini returns to Seattle and 
starts drawing. Only 6 to 10 of the 140 items 
in Roffe's skiwear line are carried over from 
one year to the next. So, by September 15, 
Wini has sketched 150 to 200 ideas in 
garment form, with anywhere from 1 to 15 
drawings per idea.
continued on next page
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Cancer research via schooner
Last February Dr. H. J. Sannan and his 
wife Leslie journeyed to the Virgin Islands 
to begin a cruise around the world. But 
theirs was not to be the typical pleasure 
trip in the tropics.
Instead of visiting the expensive resorts 
and restaurants reserved for the tourist 
trade, the Sannans spent their 10-month 
voyage seeing the other side of life along 
the equator—the poverty, malnutrition 
and disease that is seldom seen by the 
typical American traveler.
Dr. Sannan, a 1938 UM graduate, who 
is director of protocol studies and out­
reach at the AMC Cancer Research 
Center and Hospital in Denver, and 
Leslie, who is a registered nurse, em­
barked on their trip for the Research 
Center and the International Union 
Against Cancer to study cancer in un­
derdeveloped nations.
They visited 36 countries, 47 hospitals 
and medical institutes, 130 physicians, 9 
cancer societies and 8 medical schools on
their trip, which took them from the 
Virgin Islands around the world with 
stops at Panama, the Pitcairn Islands, Fiji, 
Australia, Thailand, Kenya and many 
other ports.
Their vessel was a 168-foot commercial 
sailing schooner, which they shared with 
53 other passengers and a crew of 15. As 
the ship's doctor and nurse, they found 
that the major ailments on board were 
diarrhea and infections caused by bug 
bites and scratches.
At their various ports, however, the 
health situation was much different. In 
♦the countries they visited three major 
conditions hamper managing health 
problems: poverty, malnutrition and 
overpopulation. They found that health 
officials in the underdeveloped nations 
are very interested in learning about 
cancer diagnosis and trea tm ent. 
However, with antiquated equipment and 
lack of help, basic problems in handling 
just parasitic diseases such as malaria are 
staggering.
Although cancer is considered to be 
most prevalent in industrialized societies, 
the Sannans discovered types of cancer 
not seen in temperate zones. Many 
natives chew betel nut for the same 
reasons North Americans chew tobacco 
and smoke cigarettes. And as smoking is 
able to cause lung cancer, chewing betel 
nut can cause cancer of the lips, mouth, 
tongue and pharynx. Skin cancer is 
another tropical climate problem.
The conclusions the Sannans reached 
are that cancer is a problem and is 
becoming more of one in underdeveloped 
nations. And, according to Dr. Sannan, 
"laymen and women are anxious to 
organize and participate in cancer control 
activities in their countries if they just 
knew how."
The Sannans would like to see ex­
change programs begun in which 
Americans study cancer in these coun­
tries while native doctors and nurses visit 
American training institutions.
W ini J o n es
(continued from p. 10)
In September, the new line is presented to 
the salesmen. Roffe has 16 salesmen in the 
United States who sell the line to more than 
850 accounts. Most of these salesmen have 
been with Roffe for more than 20 years and 
they know what styles will sell to their 
accounts. "If they don't like it, it's not in the 
line," Wini said. "As a designer, I have to take 
myself away from my designs and present 
them to the salesmen totally on a business 
basis." If the salesmen say it woq.'t sell in 
their territory, the design is scrapped and it's 
back to the drawing board for Wini. This 
method of critique is unique for the garment
industry. Roffe believes that the salesmen, 
who work closest to the retailers, know best, 
what is going to sell to their customers.
Wini works on any discrepancies in the 
garment line until December when the 
salesmen return for another critique session. 
"This is when you have to really think," Wini 
said. "You have to be creative with severe 
limitations." Wini might, for example, have 
to design a woman's parka using down 
insulation, light blue fabric with stretch 
inserts on the sides, two pockets, a standup 
collar and raglan sleeves that can retail for 
$135. The garments are then produced in 
sample form for the salesmen and for use at 
the skiwear trade show in Las Vegas in 
March.
Although she performs both roles
Besides the time they spent talking with 
tropical medical people, the Sannans 
spent many hours on the open sea. Now 
their feet are planted firmly again in 
Colorado soil, and although they wanted 
to see if they liked sailing the oceans, 
they're glad to be back on steady ground.
"I've found my Shangrila in Denver, 
Colorado," Dr. Sannan said. "I'm a 
mountain man; I've seen enough of the 
sea."
simultaneously year round, it is at this point 
Wini shifts into her role as advertising 
manager at Roffe. The trade show lasts for 
more than a week, and 15,000 buyers who 
visit the show shop a 300,000-square-foot 
area filled with every imaginable product 
that has to do with skiing.
Together, Wini Jones and Roffe have 
worked their way to the top. Roffe has 
grown twelve times in size since 1967 when 
Wini hired on. Today, Roffe manufactures a 
half million garments, and last year added ski 
gloves to its line. The next idea on the boards 
is expanding its manufacturing to Australia. 
"I'm going to take Roffe skiwear everywhere 
there's snow," Wini said. If anybody can do it, 
she can.
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20S
RAYMOND HALL '25 and his wife celebrated 
their 50th wedding anniversary in September 
1978. Hall is a retired telephone engineer of the 
General Telephone System and is still active in 
doing stage lighting.
30S
HELEN HUXLEY HUFFORD '34 is busy with 
bridge, golf and gardening and spoke on vegetable 
gardening in February to a local gardening club.
KENNETH HUFFORD '34 has a CPA practice 
and is teaching accounting and auditing for the 
University of California extension division at 
Berkeley and San Francisco.
JAY ELLIS RANSOM, summer session '34, will 
be included in the 1978-79 edition of "Who's Who 
in America." He is a writer, has had many books 
published and has written for more than 100 
national magazines. He lives in The Dalles, Ore.
HAL STEARNS '36 is editor of the Montana 
Press Association's publication Fourth Estate and 
lobbied in the Montana Legislature during the 
1979 session.
WILLIAM ANDREWS '39 was elected chairman 
and chief executive officer of the Northwestern 
Bank of Helena.
40S
JACK HOON '40 has retired as president and 
managing officer of the Western Federal Savings 
and Loan Association in Missoula. He worked in 
every segment of the firm since when he joined in 
1947. .  *
CLARENCE KOMMERS x'41, director of 
energy utilization and field services at Montana 
Power, was promoted to manager of consumer 
services in Butte.
GARVIN SHALLENBERGER '42 was presented 
the Franklin G. West Award by the Orange 
County (Calif.) Bar Association for outstanding 
contributions to law. He is a practicing lawyer in 
Santa Ana.
RUTH SHANNON NACE STEEL x'45 is a 
freelance journalist and sells trips and tours for 
Montana Tour and Travel of Kalispell and Poison. 
Her husband, FRANK STEEL '51, sold his 
pharmacy in Kalispell -and does relief work in 
pharmacy, bookkeeping and travel sales.
PAT MILLER JEWELL '49 recently returned to 
Missoula and is assistant manager of the Hart 
Albin store.
50S
WILLIAM FRAZIER '50 received an award at 
the Pentagon as outstanding conservationist in 
the Department of Defense. His work at the Naval 
Air Station in Meridian, Miss., was declared the 
most exemplary of natural resource management 
on all lands administered by the Department.
JOHN HIGGINS x'50 is superintendent for the 
National Park Service at Lake Meredith 
Recreation Area in Texas and Alibates Flint 
Quarries National Monument.
WARD SIMS '50 was named chief of the 
Associated Press bureau for Alaska, with 
headquarters in Juneau.
ARDEN VIE M.E. '50 has retired after 45 years 
in the education field. He taught in rural schools in 
North Dakota, was band director and 
superintendent at Chester and Plentywood and 
principal and curriculum director in Pasco, Wash., 
where he and his wife now live.
WILLIAM FLOERCHINGER '52 is chief of the 
Intelligence Division for Alaska for the Internal 
Revenue Service.
GROVER TYLER '52, specifications writer- 
editor for the Forest Service Equipment 
Development Center in Missoula, retired after 30 
years of federal service.
ROBERT ALKIERE '53 w as nam ed  
communications director for the Utah Copper 
Division of Kennecott Copper Corp. He has been 
public relations director for the company's Nevada 
Mines Division at McGill, Utah, since 1963.
Football Style Shirt—100% Cot­
ton. Blue yoke, beige body. 
S-M-L-XL. $6.95 
.Athletic Shorts—100% Cotton. 
Blue w/ white piping;
White w/ blue piping. S-M-L-XL. 
$4.25
Please enclose check or money 
order (sorry, no C.O.D.).
B a se b a l l  Hat .  B ur nt  
orange/yellow. Adjustable-one 
size fits all. $4.25 
Handling and shipping charges:
One item $1
Two or three items $1.50 
Associated Students' Store 
P.O. Box 5148 
Missoula, Mont. 59806
Lost alum s (cont.)
Richard Berryman Ormsbee '71 
Carol Barnard Ormsbee '70 
James L. Parrish '75 
George William Payne '66 
John Penkala '77 
John Klas Pinter '57 
Leslie Pirtle Warren '73 
Kenneth H. Plantico '32 
William Arthur Platzek '75 
William R. Ponath '52 
Robert B. Poole '56 
Garfield Potvin '63 
Marvin Allen Preston '74 
Michael Craig Prezeau '70 
Mrs. Jael Prezeau '70 
Richard Dale Prinkki '75 
Alden Floyd Pritchett '71 
Virginia Pullin '67 
Martha Davis Quinn '46 • 
Donna Talent Redner '51 
Barbara Gillette Reed '76 
Robert Ferguson Reid '70 
Paul T. Ringer '42 
Thomas A. Rippingale' '77 
Severt R. 'Bud' Rist '61 
Merrill Roberts '40 
Janet Dion Roberts '39 
Janis Kay Robertson '73 
Thomas Bernard Roe '65 
Denise Felt Roney '51
Kenneth B. Ross '66 
Leonard E. Roth well '39 
Douglas Philip Rowe '76 
Robert W. Rust '76 
John Saldin '42 
Warren Stanley Schultz '66 
Kay Ellen Dorr Scott '67 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Selway '51 
Jack Darrell Sheneman '63 
David Guy Sheridan ’75 
Susan Baer Silverthome '73 
Mrs. K. W. Skemp 
Eleanor Slack '23 
Donald Lee Smith '60 
Ruth Regnlier Smith '67 
Gardy Van Soest, Jr. '70 
Wilber C. Spater '48 
Jack Henry Sprague '59 
Stewart Evans Stadler '66 
Arthur Monroe Stapleton y o  
Theodore H. Stark '30 
Barry Stewart '68 
Bruce Lynn Stabio '71 
Mildred Lewis Storms '36 
Jerry H. Strauss '58 
William Lewis Strode '63 
C. Orlan Strom '60, '62 
Edmand Michael Sullivan '56 






DONALD ORLICH '53 Ed. D. '63 was chosen to 
deliver the 43rd Invited Address at Washington 
State University in November. He is a professor of 
education and science instruction at the university 
in Pullman.
JOHN FOWLER '57 has become a member of 
the firm of McCarthy, Fingar, Donovan, 
Glatthaar, Drazen and Smith in White Plains, N.Y.
MARILYN SHOPE PETERSON '57 received 
her masters of science in nutrition at the 
University of Washington and is a consulting 
nutritionist at the Sports Medicine Clinic in 
Seattle. She and her husband, KEITH PETERSON 
'56, are sponsoring an Olympic Development 
Camp this summer at Seeley Lake.
JACOB KLESSENS M.E. '58 was named 
superintendent of the Escalon school district in 
California. He has been on the teaching staff at 
Escalon since 1961.
EARL BARLOW, M.E. '59 was appointed 
director of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Office of 
Indian Education. He had been superintendent of 
Schools in Browning since 1973.
JOHN M. DIXON '59 was appointed general 
manager of the Hyatt on Union Square, San 
Francisco. He had been general manager of the 
Hyatt Regency Cambridge (Mass.).
EDWIN JASMIN '59 was elected president of 
the Northwestern Bank of Helena.
DAVID LEUTHOLD '54, M.A. '60 was elected 
president of the Missouri Political Science Assn. 
He is associate professor of political stience at the 
University of Missouri, Columbia.
Lost ‘Goldens’
The class of 1929 will celebrate its golden 
anniversary at Homecoming Oct. 12-14. 
However, several of the class are listed as lost 
in the Alumni files. If you know how to locate 
any of the following "Goldens," please drop a 
line to the Alumni Association, University of 
Montana, Missoula, Mont. 59812.
Marian Hall Allen 
Leonard J. Ashbaugh 
Rex T. Blom 
Vira Kaa Brennan 
Elmer R. Burch 
Russella D. Castlio 
Dorothy Nelson Collins 
Forrest H. Currens 
Emerson W. Elder kin 
Mary Elliott Farrell 
Mabel, Knoll Heaton 
Marjorie Walker Holcomb 
James W. Johnson Jr.
J. Harold Joyce 
J. Clark Kellett _
VernKrogh
Lauveve Thompson Lopez 
Ned Mannix 
Ethel Miller O'Connor 
Sister M. Monica Reardon 
Lawrence G. Shadoan 
Nelda Talbert 
Nellie L. Woodward 
Albert Yochelson
Did you know that a gift made now to the 
University can provide the donor with income 
for life? Profiles asked Allan M. Vannini, 
director of development for the University and 
executive director of the UM Foundation, to 
talk about life income plans and their benefits 
to the University and to the donor.
Profiles: What is a life income plan?
Vannini: Basically, a life income plan is a gift to 
the University managed by the University of 
Montana Foundation that pays income to the 
donor or beneficiary for life. At the end of the 
payment period the corpus (original gift) 
becomes part of our endowment. The income 
can be designated to begin at a certain date such 
as at retirement. A life income plan can help 
defer income to the later years when a person's 
income tax bracket is usually lower.
Profiles: So there is a tax advantage to this kind 
of gift?
Vannini: Yes, definitely. While most sup­
porters of the University give because they 
believe in our purpose and goals, donors also 
can enjoy significant tax advantages. When the 
gift is made the donor may claim an income tax 
charitable deduction. A large gift will reduce or 
possible eliminate federal estate taxes. If 
securities are donated, capital gains tax is 
avoided, or in the case of a gift annuity, 
reduced.
Profiles: What other advantages can a donor 
obtain from life income forms of giving? 
Vannini: Besides those already mentioned a life 
income plan offers the donor freedom from the 
task of investment management. A life income 
plan, as its name indicates, provides an income 
for life, a hedge against inflation and, if desired, 
income for a beneficiary other than the donor. 
Profiles: How many types of life income plans 
are there?
Vannini: Four: pooled income, charitable gift 
annuities, a charitable remainder annuity or a 
charitable remainder unitrust. A donor can set 
up any of these plans through the UM 
Foundation or if preferred through an indepen­
dent trustee such as the trust office in a local 
bank.
Profiles: Can you explain how each plan 
works?
Vannini: Certainly, but before I do I would like 
to explain that a donor's particular situation 
often determines which plan is best. Neither 
the University nor the Foundation is in the 
business of investment counseling. We en­
courage the potential donor to consult with a 
lawyer, accountant or investment counselor.
The pooled income fund is styled along the 
lines of a mutual fund. Donors transfer assets 
of cash, bonds or securities to the fund with the 
stipulation that income and principal will pass 
to the University of Montana upon the death of 
the beneficiary. Each year the fund pays a pro 
rata share of income earned by the fund. 
Currently the Foundation is paying a six per 
cent return.
The Charitable Gift annuity pays annual 
income based on the age of the beneficiary at 
the time of the gift. A percentage of the 
payments received will be tax free; this 
percentage is calculated through the use of U.S.
treasury tables according to the beneficiary's 
age and life expectancy. A person has the 
option of deferring payments until later in life 
with this plan.
Say a friend of the University who is 45 
wants to make a $10,000 gift, but doesn't want 
income to begin until age 65. According to 
treasury rates the fixed annual income rate for 
this gift is 11.9 per cent. At age 65 the donor 
would begin receiving an income of $1,190 a 
year for life.
Profiles: What if, as is the case with our 
younger alumni, a potential donor cannot make 
a large gift but still wants to receive retirement 
income?
Vannini: Naturally the University values all 
gifts regardless of size, and in the case of a 
charitable annuity the donor can still be 
accommodated. This type of annuity can be 
funded in installments. A small amount 
transferred annually can ultimately be built 
into a sizeable amount for later deferred 
payments.
Profiles: How about the other plans you 
mentioned?
Vannini: The Charitable Remainder Annuity 
pays the donor a fixed dollar amount annually 
for life. At the beneficiary's death, the money 
passes to the University. The fixed amount 
payable can be no less than five per cent of the 
initial value of the annuity.
The Charitable Remainder Unitrust is 
similar to the annuity, but instead of a fixed 
amount it pays a fixed percentage of return 
based on the value of the trust each year. A 
charitable remainder unitrust can be an 
excellent hedge against inflation since it will 
pay an increasing return as the fund's value 
increases.
Profiles: Can you review the tax advantages of 
these plans?
Vannini: Certainly, but first. I'd like to say that 
all of these plans do cost the donor something. 
Nobody can realistically expect to give away an 
asset and receive more back from the gift. Tax 
laws allow a donor to optimize the overall tax 
consequences of these lifetime income plans. 
Donors must, however, want to provide 
support for the University, otherwise there are 
better ways to invest your money. The nice 
thing about these plans is that the donor can 
help the University while obtaining tax 
benefits and setting up a fairly stable income 
for life.
Back to the tax advantages. A donor can 
receive an income tax deduction for the gift, an 
avoidance of capital gains tax when appreciated 
securities are used as an asset, a possible 
savings of state and inheritance taxes and in 
some cases a tax-free percentage for the annual 
income received.
Profiles: How does a potential donor establish a 
life income plan?
Vannini: I'm always available to discuss life 
income plans with any interested donor. As I 
said before, however, a donor's personal 
situation may determine which plan is best. 
Therefore anyone interested in one of these 
plans first should contact a lawyer, accountant 
or investment counselor. Then the donor, his 
advisor and I can sit down to work out an 
arrangement. A call to my office, (406) 243- 
2593, can start the whole process in motion.
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Classnotes
JOHN M. DIXON '59 was appointed general 
manager of the Hyatt on Union Square, San 
Francisco. He had been general manager of the 
Hyatt Regency Cambridge (Mass.).
60S
CLINTON LONG '60, M.E. '68 is working as a 
counselor, teacher and administrator across 
Montana and Idaho and is living in Nashua.
GORDON BRADLEY '61 is working with the 
Illinois Heart Assn, and is living in Joliet, 111.
THEODORE SPAHR BARTLETT '63 is a senior 
assistant manager in the Toronto Dominion Bank 
in Oakville, Ontario.
FRANK GILFEATHER '64, M.A. '66 teaches 
mathematics at the University of Nebraska and 
was invited to address the International Congress 
of Mathematics in Helsinki, Finland, last summer.
LARRY MC KAY '65 was promoted to professor 
at the University of Minnesota, where he works in 
the food science and nutrition department.
JAMES CHRISTENSEN '66, M.F. '78 is working 
for the supervisor's staff at the Willamette 
National Forest in Eugene, Ore.
DON KRUMM '66 is special assistant to the 
director of the Office of Public Awareness, 
Environmental Protection Agency, in 
Washington, D.C.
DENNIS L. PETERSON '66 was promoted -to 
regional marketing director for the Far West Dairy 
Region of Beatrice Foods Co. He is living in Salt 
Lake City.
Maj. GEORGE SCHRIMPF '66 received the 
Meritorius Service Medal at Ramstein AB, 
Germany, where he serves as assistant operations 
officer for one of the squadrons of the Military 
Airlift Command.
JAMES C. WRIGHT '66 was promoted to 
customer services manater for GTE Data Services 
in Everett, Wash.
JERRY CLARK '67, resource staff archaeologist 
with the Miles City district of the Bureau of Land 
Management, is responsible for the cultural 
resource management of about three million acres 
of BLM public land.
WILLIAM COMER '67 has spent the past year 
in Rhodesia doing missionary work and has 
returned to the United States.
DICK DE GROOT '67 is a member of the staff 
of Harris Agency, a Laurel insurance real estate 
firm.
JOHN YOUNGER JACKSON '67 Ed.D. '74 
works at the Environmental Learning Center in 
Isabella, Minn.
WILLIAM JOHNSON '67 was appointed 
manager in the casualty-property commercial 
lines department at the Great Falls office of The 
Travelers Insurance Companies.
LEWIS GILBERT '68 is in his third year of 
medical school at the University of North Dakota. 
This summer he will work at the Fort Belknap 
P.H.S. Hospital.
Capt. GEORGE PECK '68 is chief of 
information for the 379th Bomb Wing at 
Wurtsmith AFB, Mich.
LESLIE WAITE '68, J.D. *71 has opened a law 
firm with JERRY SCHUSTER '74, J. D. '77 and 
Charles Cruikshank in Great Falls.
KRISTIN FORSSEN ANDRIX '69 spent eight 
years with the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra of
Edmonton, Alberta, and now is living in Port 
Townsend, Wash. She and her husband are in the 
process of building a Cape George cutter and plan 
to sail around the world.
HELEN CLAPP CURRY '69 is editorial assistant 
of the Bolingbrook Metropolitan newspaper in 
Bolingrook, 111.
DWAYNE HOFSCHULTE M.E. '69 received a 
specialist degree in education from the University 
of Alaska.
FRANK SARTZ '69 is western district sales 
manager for the Upjohn Company and is living in 
Sacramento, Calif.
ROBERT WEINSTOCK '69, M.A. '71 was 
promoted to manager of programming in 
Montana Power's general office computer services 
department.
GARY ZUELKE '69 is a traffic controller at the 
Air Traffic Control Center in Longmont, Colo.
70S
CHRIS BAUER '70 is working for the Los 
Angeles law firm of Loeb and Loeb, which deals 
with motion picture and television entertainers.
MACK CLAPP 70 , M.S. '72 was appointed a 
vice president in Crocker Bank's western 
corporate banking region. He is responsible for the 
bank's corporate customers in Oregon, 
Washington and Montana and lives in San 
Francisco.
DAVID CLAYTON Ph.D. 7 0  was named 
national sales manager for Norton Company 
C hem ical P rocess P roducts D iv is io n , 
headquartered in Worcester, Mass.
Capt. MICHAEL KILROY 70, J.D. 7 3  is a judge 
advocate at Clark AB, Philippines.
JOE CLADOUHOS M.S. '71 was selected for 
inclusion in "Who's Who in the West." He is a 
santarian supervisor with the Alaska Division of 
Public Health in Juneau.
Capt. ROLLAND COLLINS M.B.A. 71  
received the Meritorious Service Medal. He serves 
as a procurement management staff officer with 
the Air Force Inspection and Safety Center at 
Norton AFB, Calif.
RICK FROST 7 1  and ROBERT NEBEL '73 
work with the certified public discounting firm of 
Junkermier, Clark, Campanella and Stevens. Frost 
was promoted to branch manage at Helena. Nebel 
has been admitted as a shareholder of the firm.
DOUGLAS D. JOHNSON 71  is a C.P.A. in 
Seattle.
Capt. DUANE AYRES 7 2  is' a human 
development officer at Malmstrom AFB.
JIM GORMAN 7 2  is employed by Montana 
Power in the controller department and is assigned 
to Colstrip.
BOB HOPEWELL 73  was promoted to 
construction project accounting supervisor for 
Montana Power. He is involved, with the electric 
generating units in Colstrip within the 
engineering and treasury departments.
Maj. JAMES KANPP M.B.A. 73  received the 
second award of the U.S. Air Force Commendation 
Medal. He serves at Vandenberg AFB, Calif.
JOHN MC CUISTION M.F.A. 7 3  was 
promoted to associate professor at the University 
of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Wash.
CRISTIAN ANDERSON 74  is a partner in the 
law firm of Felice, Clayton and Anderson in 
Spokane.
CHARLES FREY 74  is a staff geologist for the 
Bureau of Land Management in Butte.
Capt. RANDAL MORGER 7 4  received his 
second award of the U.S. Air Force Commendation 
Medal at Spangdahlem AB, Germany.
Capt. RONALD PIRI 74  is assigned to Fort 
George G. Meade, Md., where he does photo 
interpretation and radar analysis.
Capt. GLENN R. SMITH 74  is a T-43 pilot with 
a unit of the Military Airlift Command at Mather 
AFB, Calif.
LARRY MINK 75  is the historic site supervisor 
of the Chateau DeMores Historic Site in Medora, 
N.D.
STEVE SIKES 7 5  was appointed controller in 
the business office at Western Montana College, 
Dillon.
BRYAN THORNTON 7 5  is the new manager 
of the Associated Students' Bookstore at the 
University of Montana.
JOHN ELLIOTT 7 6  is studying reformation 
history and theology at the Theological College of 
the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands, 
Kampen. He just spent two years studying the 
same things at the University of Tubingen, 
Germany.
JAMES HAMMETT 7 6  is trails maintenance 
supervisor for North Cascade National Park in 
Washington and is working on a master's degree in 
resource management at UM.
1st Lt. THOMAS KINNEAR 7 6  received his 
aviator wings and is a squadron pilot at Marine 
Corps Air Station, N.C.
JAMES B. PETERSON 7 6  was promoted to first 
lieutenant in the Air Force. He is serving as a 
procurement officer with the Contract 
Management Division's Air Porce Plant 
Representative Office, General Electric Co., 
Philadelphia.
JAMES SEIFERT 76  has opened the Kootenai 
Drug and Gift shop in Troy.
CHARLES SHONWILER'76 was promoted to 
assistant manager of the Pullman (Wash.) branch 
of the Seattle First National Bank.
STEVEN DAHLSTROM 7 7  is manager of the 
Missoula Federal Credit Union.
1st Lt. COLE LOVETT M.B.A. 7 7  has .been 
certified as a missile combat crew commander at 
Malmstrom AFB.
JOHN BARSNESS 7 8  is a pharmacist with the 
Libby Rexall Pharmacy in Libby.
2nd Lt. GREGORY KELLY 7 8  was graduated 
from The Basic School at the Marine Corps 
Development Education Command in Quantico, 
Va.
RITA PICKERING 7 8  is a social worker at 
North Central Montana Community Mental 
Health Center in Great Falls.
JERI PULLUM 7 8  is a night reporter for the 
Butte Montana Standard.
Births
John Charles to Ronald and CYNTHIA
ROGERS ALLISON '66.
Larkin to John and PARTICIA SMITH BREWER 
'66 .
Trent Cole to Vic and KAREN COLE EATON 
'69.
Kara Michelle to Mary Lynn and MICHAEL 
ELSBERRY '70, M.Ed. 72.
Chelsea Ann to L.D. and PATSY GILL CADA 
'69.
Rebecca Cibeu to Maria and JOHN SCOTT 
HARRISON '65.
Cheryl Rita adopted by Georgene and JOHN Y. 
JACKSON Ed.D. 74.
Laura Astrid to Dr. RONALD 71, M.S. 72  and 
CHARLENE BROWER LOGE 72.
Annaliese to Dr. GARY 7 2  and JULENE 





The University of Montana Athletic Department has a program rich in 
tradition. Over the years, the success of Grizzly teams, combined with 
the quality of several individual athletes, have brought national 
recognition to the University.
Montana is a charter member of the Big Sky Conference and competes 
in eight intercollegiate sports, which include: football, basketball, indoor 
track, wrestling, cross country, tennis, golf and outdoor track. The Big 
Sky Conference consists of UM, Boise State, Nevada-Reno, Idaho, Idaho 
State, Montana State, Northern Arizona and Weber State.
Since the inception of the Conference in 1963, the Grizzlies have won 
more Big Sky titles (30) than any other team.
Join Century Club: the team committed 
to making Grizzly athletics No. 1
The University of Montana Century Club continues to play an 
increasingly important role in the success of the Grizzly Athletic 
Program. Through its fund-raising efforts over the past 25 years, the 
Century Club has provided hundreds of young, gifted athletes the 
chance to receive a high-quality education while enhancing their own 
athletic careers.
With the membership rolls increasing to more than 1,300 in 1978-79, 
the Century Club was able to provide an even greater share of 
scholarship assistance for those student-athletes who display out­
standing athletic, academic and leadership qualities.
Now you have an opportunity to join the team dedicated to making 
Grizzly Athletics No. 1. With your support, the Grizzlies can maintain — *
their tradition of excellence. ¥lsher (75)' Academic M-Anenctn
Membership Privileges •§ m 
Our way of saying S’g.S 9 >.« ■ s i C > w'Thank you" for your 
generous support
OJS w  V <s>
■gc rH
5 ° < £u*
(A
CO W . C Q
o Cut
u u -
Scholarship Tax Deduction X X X X X
Membership Card X X X X X
Automobile Decal X X X X X
Grizzly Tips Newsletter X X X X X
Game Program Recognition X X X X X
Field House Hospitality X X X X X
Pre & Post Game Socials X X X X X
Voting Privileges X X X X X
Grizzly Calendar X X X X X
Membership Plaque X X X X X
Preferred Seating X X X X
Two FB Season Tickets X X X
Football VIP Parking X X X
Two BB Season Tickets X X X
"Theater Style" Seating X
Basketball VIP Parking X
Special Events Seating X
Golden Grizzly Social X
Press Guides X
‘Checks should be made out to: University of Montana Century Club
For further information:
A1 Kempfert
Harry Adams Field House 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 59812 
Phone (406) 243-5331 or 243-4051
Here's How You Can Help
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M arriages
Lila Holzheimer and WILLIAM BAILLIE 75. 
CINDY BARDWELL 74  and Rudy Fanska. 
M ary A nne Burnham  and RANDY  
BELLINGHAM 73, J.D. 76.
LYNNE BISHOP 7 7  and Douglas Cook. 
COLEEN BRINKERHOFF 76, 7 7  and Robert 
Anderson.
Debbie Gratwohl and GORDON CAMPBELL 
78.
Antonia Rapkoch and ROBERT DEAN 77. 
PATRICIA DION 7 4  and David Amick. 
CAROLYN EKLAND '69 and Sheldon Olson. 
Ann Newsom and DAVID FAUSS '64, M .S.'67. 
Cindy Blohm and MILES FRIEND 78.
PAM GRETENCOURT 76  and William Moore. 
SHEILA HANLEY 72  and Stephen Terry. 
Cynthia Ling and LAWRENCE JOHANSON 
72.
Lei Pedro and ROBERT JOLLIFFEE 77.
CYD GROVENSTEIN 7 6  and RICHARD 
KRAVAS 78.
Sharon O'Reilly and DAVID KOEPPEN 76. 
JAMIE MC GILVRY 77  and Larry Lockwood. 
Peggy Peoples and STEVE MC GOWAN 75. 
Maureen Tracy and GARY MC LEAN 74. 
Pennie Franzen and MICHAEL POTTER x'68. 
DEBRA BLANDS 76  and DAVID SHORE 77. 
Paula Erickson and EDWARD SHUBAT Ph.D. 
<69 .
CONNIE TUCKER 7 8  and Dean Schroeder. 
Karie Alexander and RICHARD WIENS 76. 
ANN JACOBSEN 7 7  and DAVID WYER 77.
D eaths
CLARENCE AVERILL '29 died Dec. 29,1978 in 
Denver. He retired in 1966 after a career with the 
Forest Service and serving as branch chief of 
timber management planning in the Denver 
regional office.
RAYMOND BENNETT, a pharmacy professor 
at UM for 12 years, died Jan. 30 in Missoula.
HOWARD BODINE '26 died Nov. 23, 1978 in 
Columbus at the age of 73. He operated the family 
Hereford business in Montana and before his 
retirement was an appraiser for the Montana 
Highway Department.
JOHN BOE x'34 died Nov. 24, 1977.
MARION SMITH BOONE '33 died Nov. 24, 
1978 in Missoula at the age of 66.
RICHARD CONKLIN J.D. '59 died Dec. 11, 
1978 in Kalispell. He practiced law in White 
Sulphur Springs for 18 years and at the time of his 
death was a real estate salesman in Kalispell. He 
was 48.
CHARLES CONLEY J.D. '26 died Feb. 5 at the 
age of 75.
WALTER COONEY '33 died Jan. 23. He had 
worked at the Cooney Brokerage Co. in Butte and 
was president in 1970 when he retired. He was 70.
PAUL CURTIS '27 died Nov. 10, 1978 in 
Youngtown, Ariz., at the age of 74. He served for 
34 years as Midwest sales manager for the J. Neils 
Lumber Co. and then for the lumber products 
division of St. Regis Paper Co. He retired in 1969.
ALFRED DAHLBERG '34 died Dec. 19,1978 in 
Spokane at the age of 68. He was a retired Air 
Force lieutenant colonel.
RUTH GLAPHRY DANA '20 died Nov. 22 in 
Umatilla, Ore., at the age of 85. She was a retired 
home economics teacher.
MARY SUSAN DECKER 76  died Jan. 6 from 
injuries sustained in a fall. She was employed in 
Helena at the time of her death. She was 25.
JOHN DOERING '38 died Dec. 12, 1978 in 
Puyallup, Wash.
ROBERT FISCHER '57 died Nov. 19, 1978 in 
Silver Springs, Md. He was an auditor for the 
federal government in Washington, D.C.
FREDERICK HALLER '48 died Jan. 18 in Helena 
at the age of 63. He retired in 1972 as assistant 
supervisor of the Helena National Forest, 
completing 35 years of federal service.
JEANENE SCHILLING HALLIBKA '55 died Jan. 
12 in Helena.
WILLIAM HARRIS '35 died Feb. 9 in Great Falls 
at the age of 66. He worked at Hart Albin Co. in 
Billings as a credit manager for 30 years.
HAROLD HOWARD '52 died Aug. 4, 1978 in 
Ketchikan, Alaska.
CLARA JOHNSON PALMATEER '20 died Feb. 
8 at the age of 81. She had been a teacher in Hardin 
and was active in civic and church doings in 
Emporium, Pa.
VIRGINIA JOHNSTON '59 died Dec. 24, 1978 
in Grand Junction, Colo. She taught school in 
Stevensville in 1960. She was 80.
HARRISON KELLUM '38 died Jan. 15 in 
Oregon City, Ore., at the age of 64. He was owner 
of a Datsun dealership in Oregon City and had 
worked for Missoula Motors in Missoula
HELEN SPENCER KING '34 died Dec. 1,1978.
FRANK KOCSIS '57 died in San Pablo, Calif., at 
the age of 47. He was vice principal at Pinole Valley 
High School.
BETTY LOU LAKE '65 died Dec. 12, 1978 in 
Libby. She taught school in Minnesota, Poison, 
'Missoula and Libby. She was 42.
G. EMERSON MILLER '39, M.M. '49 died 
March 3, 1978 in Hayward, Calif. He had been a 
music teacher in Montana and California. He was 
61.
GEORGE C. MILLER M E. '53 died Nov. 8, 
1978.
CHARLES MONROE '69 died Dec. 7, 1978 in 
Missoula at the age of 34. He was an aerial 
photographer for the U.S. Forest Service Division 
of Engineering.
MARGARET BREEN MURRAY '35 died July 
19, 1978 in Albuquerque, N.M.
CLAUDINE HARPER OERTILI x'35 died in 
Sidney at the age of 65.
DANNY ON '50, M.S. '52 died Jan. 21 in a skiing 
accident on Big Mountain near Whitefish. He was 
a silviculturist on the Flathead National Forest, but 
was best known for his wildlife photography.
CLOYSE OVERTURN '29 died Dec. 27 in 
Helena at the age of 75. He retired from the 
insurance business in 1970. He also taught school 
in Stevensville, Plains and Columbia Falls and was 
principal and coach in Boulder schools.
MICHAEL PAPICH '47 died Dec. 1, 1978 in 
Anaconda. He was chief juvenile probations 
officer for Deer Lodge County. He was 61.
JAMES PARMELEE x'29 died Dec. 9, 1978 in 
Missoula at the age of 75. He had worked as a 
bricklayer and masonry contractor most of his life.
WALLACE STEPHENS '50 died July 6 in Billings 
at the age of 50. He was battalion chief of the 
Billings City Fire Department.
AVONNE MILLER VAUGHAN 7 7  died Jan. 14 
in Missoula. She had been a teacher, secretary and 
bank trust officer in Denton, Colorado, Bozeman 
and Missoula. She was 54.
OLIVER ZIEBARTH x'30 died Feb. 1 in Santa 
Barbara, Calif. He was a city engineer in Santa 
Barbara until his retirement. He was 71.
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